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Abstract The valorization and promotion of worldwide Cultural Heritage
by the adoption of Information and Communication Technologies represent
nowadays some of the most important research issues with a large variety of
potential applications. This challenge is particularly perceived in the Italian
scenario, where the artistic patrimony is one of the most diverse and rich
of the world, able to attract millions of visitors every year to monuments,
archaeological sites and museums. In this paper, we present a general recommendation framework able to uniformly manage heterogeneous multimedia
data coming from several web repositories and to provide context-aware recommendation techniques supporting intelligent multimedia services for the users
- i.e. dynamic visiting paths for a given environment. Specific applications of
our system within the cultural heritage domain are proposed by means of real
case studies in the mobile environment related both to an outdoor and indoor
scenario, together with some results on user’s satisfaction and system accuracy.

1 Introduction
It is widely agreed that the purpose of Cultural Heritage exhibitions is
rapidly moving from an old vision, that provides a tourist with static information consisting of a large amount of cultural signs, to novel personalized
services, matching the visitors’ personal goals and behaviors by considering
their cultural characteristics and preferences and context information.
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As reported by Bowe et al. [20], this “personalization” may be considered
the shift towards a “user-centered information dialog” between a cultural space
and its visitors.
The interactive dialog is surely interesting for a “virtual” cultural site:
following the most advanced trends in Computer Science and Engineering such
as web services, semantic web and recommender systems, a modern exhibition
web site provides the users with personalized and interactive services. This
enhances the experience of a virtual visitor, who spends time and usually
money to discover the “deep” secrets of the exhibition and gather information
about its points of interests.
However, also “physical” sites may take advantages of these modern techniques, for example connecting the visitors to the virtual worlds by means of
sophisticated sensor networks. In addition, the user experience could be surely
enhanced if, instead of using classic “touristic” guiding devices, she/he could
be embedded in a cultural environment with a number of functionalities for
representing the relevant information derived from the available digital sources
about cultural heritage, such as text descriptions, pictures, and videos. In this
way, a tourist would be given the opportunity of enjoying multimedia stories
in real time, thus enriching his/her cultural experience.
Offering virtual navigation environments turns out to be particularly important for the valorization and promotion of worldwide Cultural Heritage.
This need is particularly perceived in a country like Italy, where the artistic patrimony represents a worldwide resource of inestimable value, attracting
millions of visitors every year to monuments, archaeological sites and museums.
Several points need to be addressed to create effective virtual navigation
environment that can be easily customizable for a variety of applications: (i )
information about visitors and their personal interests need to be dynamically
acquired; (ii ) the personalized functionalities that can be provided in a real
space need to be identified and designed, and (iii ) solutions to connect the
“virtual” and the “physical” user experience need to be selected.
In this paper, our goal is to meet the discussed requirements “extending”
classical recommendation techniques (content-based, collaborative filtering and
hybrid strategies), usually exploited for facilitating the browsing of web large
data repositories, to support useful context-aware services (e.g. a multimedia
touristic guide) within a single framework. Such services must assist users when
visiting cultural environments (indoor museums, archaeological sites, old town
centers) containing several cultural Points Of Interest - POIs - (e.g. paintings
of museum rooms, buildings in ancient ruins or in an old town center, etc.)
correlated with a large amount of multimedia data available in multiple web
repositories.
In particular, we present a general multimedia recommender system - that
is an extension of our previous work [13] - able to uniformly manage heterogeneous multimedia data and to provide context-aware recommendation
techniques supporting intelligent services - i.e. dynamic visiting paths - useful
for the users during the exploration of different kinds of cultural sites.
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In addition, we describe real case studies in the mobile environment, related
both to an outdoor and to an indoor scenario, together with some results on
user’s satisfaction and system accuracy.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 illustrates the main related
work concerning multimedia recommender systems and their application for
Cultural Heritage. Section 3 presents at a glance a functional overview of our
recommender system. Section 4 describes the techniques used for multimedia
data management, while Section 5 details the proposed recommendation strategy. Section 6 outlines the chosen case studies with the related implementation
details and Section 7 reports some experiments. Finally, Section 8 discusses
some conclusions and future work.
2 Related Work
In its most common formulation, the recommendation problem is the problem of estimating ratings, or utilities, which quantify the degree of interest for
a user for the set of items that have not yet been seen by him.
In Content-Based Filtering [43], the utility for a user of a given item is
estimated using the utilities assigned by the same user to other similar items.
For example, in a movie recommendation application, in order to recommend
movies to a user, content-based filtering tries to recognize the commonalities
among the movies the user has rated highly in the past (specific actors, directors, genres, subject matter, etc). Then, only the movies that have a high
degree of similarity to the user’s preferred ones are recommended. These techniques do not benefit from the great amount of information that could be
derived by also analyzing the behavior of other users. Moreover, the effectiveness of the methods strongly depends on the performance of the available
feature extraction algorithms, and on the ability of recognizing as similar but
distinct objects with the same extracted features. Another intrinsic potential
problem is overspecialization: the system can only recommend items that are
similar to those already rated by the user.
Collaborative Filtering [2] is the process of filtering or evaluating items using the opinions of other people. Thus, unlike content-based recommendation
methods, collaborative systems focus on the similarity among users: to predict
the utility of items for a given user they rely on the rankings assigned to the
same items by users similar to the considered one. Collaborative filtering takes
its root from something human beings have been doing for centuries: sharing
opinions with each others [35, 46]. A major challenge faced by collaborative
filtering is the need to associate each user to a set of other users having similar profiles. Thus, in order to make any recommendations, the system has to
collect data either asking for explicit ratings from users, or through non intrusive profiling algorithms implicitly logging actions performed by users. Once
the data has been gathered, there are two basic ways of filtering through it,
to make predictions. The most basic method is passive filtering, which simply
uses data aggregates to make predictions (such as the average rating for an
item). Each user will be given the same predictions for a particular item (e.g.
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digg.com). Active filtering instead uses patterns in user history to make predictions, thus obtaining user-specific and context-aware useful recommendations
(e.g. Amazon). An important limitation of collaborative filtering systems is the
cold start problem, that describes situations in which a recommender is unable
to make meaningful recommendations due to an initial lack of ratings, thus
degrading the filtering performance. Cold start filtering needs to be addressed
in three prosily frequent scenarios: a new user joins the system, a new item is
available to be recommended, but - being new - has never been rated, and a
new community is detected, and there are “no community” data available.
Content-based filtering and collaborative filtering may be manually combined by the end-user specifying particular features, essentially constraining
recommendations to have certain content features. More often they are automatically combined in the so called hybrid approach [16, 9, 15, 44] that helps to
overcome some limitations of each method. Different ways to combine collaborative and content-based methods into a hybrid recommender system can be
classified as follows: (i ) implementing collaborative and content-based methods
separately and combining their predictions; (ii ) incorporating some contentbased characteristics into a collaborative approach; (iii ) incorporating some
collaborative characteristics into a content-based approach; (iv ) constructing a
general unifying model that incorporates both content-based and collaborative
characteristics.
A recommendation strategy eventually should be able to provide users
with the more relevant information depending on the context [23, 32] (i.e. user
preferences, user location, observed objects, weather and environmental conditions, etc. as in Context Aware Recommendation Systems [34]). In the Contextual Pre-filtering techniques context information are used to initially select
the set of relevant items, while a classic recommender is used to predict ratings. In Contextual Post-filtering approaches context is used in the last step
of the recommending process to contextualize, for each user, the output of a
traditional recommender.
More recently, all the above discussed strategies have been extended to
multimedia realm (e.g. multimedia repositories, digital libraries, multimedia
sharing system, etc.) with the aim of considering in the more effective way the
multimedia content of recommended objects, both in terms of low-level and
high-level characteristics (i.e. multimedia features and semantics 1 ), in the
recommendation process together with user’s social behavior and preferences.
As for content-based techniques, [40] proposes a method that exploits some
ontologies for ranking items’ relevance in the electronic paper domain, while
in [28] a content based filtering has been applied to music data using decision
trees. In the framework of multimedia sharing system, [42] introduces a recommender system that uses two ontologies (one for multimedia objects and
one for users) in the context of a photo sharing system. To generate suggestions a new concept of multirelational social network was introduced, covering
both direct as well as multimedia object-based relationships that reflect social
1

For multimedia feature extraction and mining, good surveys are [53],[24],[19].
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and semantic links between users. The authors in [41] propose a content-based
recommender architecture which explores information that is available at the
time users enhance content in order to capture a certain level of semantic information from the multimedia content and from user preferences, that is at
the base of their video recommender system.
Among collaborative-filtering proposals, Kim et al. [36] propose a collaborative filtering-based multimedia contents recommender system in P2P architectures that rates multimedia objects of nearest peers with similar preference
through peer-based local information only. Tseng et al. [49] propose a system,
which combines discovered relations between user preferences and conceptualized multimedia contents by annotation and association mining techniques,
to assist users in making a decision among a massive amount of multimedia
items (images, videos and music).
Among the hybrid solutions, the uMender system [47] exploits context
information, musical content and relevant user ratings to perform music recommendations on mobile devices. A framework for recommendation of multimedia objects based on processing of individual ontologies is proposed in [31]:
the recommendation process takes into account similarities calculated both
between objects (metadata) and users ontologies, which reflect the social and
semantic features existing in the system. Finally, low and high level features
have been used to define the similarity among multimedia items in [4, 6, 7]: this
measure is then used to compare patterns of past users in order to identify
users with similar browsing behavior.
In the area of Cultural Heritage, there are several multimedia systems designed and developed to help the user’s exploration of available multimedia
content [51, 50, 37, 22]. Even if these systems have absorbed previous results
coming from different multimedia research projects, they also pose new challenges in the recommendation process such as how different multimedia modules can be efficiently integrated, how conflicts coming from the management
of heterogeneous data can be resolved or how the user with his/her preferences,
habits and social relationships can be considered. In [10], the authors describe
the latest approaches related to how we can model and represent the users in
the context of cultural heritage applications and how we can use those models
to reason with regard to the available information. All these approaches are
useful to perform a personalization of the services [33, 37, 52, 1, 18].
In a nutshell, the majority of approaches to recommendation in the multimedia realm generally exploit high level metadata - extracted in automatic
or semi-automatic way from low level features - that are in different manners
correlated and compared with user preferences.
These approaches suffer from several drawbacks: (i ) it is not always possible
to extract in automatic and effective way useful high level information from
multimedia features (automatic annotation algorithms have not always high
performances); (ii ) for some kinds of multimedia data there does not exist a
precise correlation between high and low level information (e.g. in images the
concept of “moon” is related to a region with a circular shape and white color
with a given uncertainty); (iii ) there is not always available explicit and useful
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information (knowledge) about user preferences and feedbacks (e.g. usually a
user to retrieve information from a multimedia system needs a registration);
(iv ) in the recommendation process sometimes it is useful to take into account
features of the objects the user is currently observing as content information
(e.g. the main colors of a painting are often an indication of the related artistic
movement or school).
Here, we present a general multimedia recommender system able to uniformly manage heterogeneous multimedia data and to provide context-aware
recommendation techniques supporting intelligent multimedia services useful
for the users. It addresses several drawbacks of state-of-the-art approaches:
– analyzing in a separate way low and high level information, since both
contribute to determine the utility of an object in the recommendation
process;
– exploiting system logs to implicitly determine information about users and
the related community, considering their browsing sessions as a sort of
“ratings”;
– considering as relevant content for the recommendation the features of the
object that a user is interested in (e.g. the item user is watching) ;
– exploiting user preferences and other context information (e.g. user location) to perform a pre-fitering of the candidate objects for recommendation;
– arranging the obtained recommendations in dynamic visiting paths that
take into account possibile changes in user needs and in the surrounded
environment.

3 System Overview
Our system has to support the described recommendation framework, providing the following functionalities:
– fetching of multimedia contents (i.e. raw data and the related annotation)
from several web repositories;
– indexing of multimedia data exploiting both low and high level descriptors
in order to realize a content-based retrieval;
– recommending the multimedia items to users using information about their
preferences together with other context information (e.g. the item user is
watching, user location, etc.);
– arranging recommended objects in visiting paths that can dynamically
change with the context.
– delivery and presentation of generated visiting paths to user devices.
Figure 1 describes at a glance a functional overview of the proposed system
in terms of its main components, that we are detailing in the following.
The Multimedia Data Management Engine (MDME) is responsible for: (i )
accessing by the Indexing and Access Manager module to the media contents
present in several data sources (Multimedia Data Repositories), (ii ) extracting from multimedia data, by the Feature Extraction module, high and low
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Fig. 1 System Overview.

level features useful both for indexing aims and to obtain a structured representation of the data (Structural Description). In particular, the Repository
Interface provides a set of Restful API to communicate with the different multimedia repositories (e.g., Wikipedia, Flickr, Europeana, Panoramio, Google
Images, YouTube, etc.). The multimedia data gathered from these sources are
then stored in a Multimedia Storage and Staging area.
The Sensor Management Middleware is responsible for deriving, on the
base of information accessible via physical sensors (e.g. GPS, WSN), Webservices/API or wrapping techniques, the “knowledge” related to the context
in which the user is located. In particular, the Knowledge Base of our system
consists of the Contextual Data (e.g. weather and environmental conditions
registered for the considered place), User Preferences (explicitly and implicitly
captured), Cultural POI Descriptions (in terms of general information and
“pointers” to the multimedia data related to a cultural point of interest) and
a Support Cartography useful to geo-localize users and visualize their positions
with respect to POIs.
The MultiMedia Recommender Engine provides a set of recommendation
facilities for multi-dimensional and interactive browsing of multimedia data
related to cultural POIs. In particular, exploiting context information about
user location and preferences, the Candidate Set Building module selects a set
of candidate objects for recommendation; successively, the Objects Ranking
module performs a ranking of such candidates exploiting a proper strategy
(that uses the Users and Similarity Matrices Computation module). Finally,
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the Visiting Paths Generation module dynamically selects a subset of candidates, on the base of the object that a user is currently watching and context
information (e.g., environmental conditions), and eventually arrange them in
visiting paths as in a touristic guide. All information about the context and
multimedia data necessary for the recommendation aims are collected from
the system Knowledge Base and Multimedia Data Management Engine using
the primitives provided by Knolwedge Base Interface and MDME Interface,
respectively.
Each user device is then equipped with a Multimedia Guide App that
allows the fruition of multimedia contents and visualization of visiting paths.

4 Management of Multimedia Data
Our data and retrieval models are inspired by the Windsurf ones [12] as
follows.

4.1 Data model and feature extraction
We have a database O of M multimedia objects, O = {O1 , . . . , OM }, such
as images, videos, and documents, where each object O is composed of mO elements, O = {o1 , . . . , omO } representing regions of an image, shots of a video,
and parts of a document, respectively. Each element o is described by way of
low level features F l extracted by the Features Extraction module that represent, in an appropriate way, the content of o (e.g., the color distribution
of image’s regions or of a video keyframe). Although we consider for an image/keyframe its regions and for each region its visual features, representing
an image/keyframe as a set of local features, like SIFT [39] and SURF [17], is
also easily achievable within the Windsurf framework.
In particular, images are segmented into regions, where pixels included in
a single region share the same visual content (i.e., color/texture) [12]. Videos
are first segmented into shots [14]. Then, each shot is represented by a single
representative keyframe (e.g., the first frame of the shot). Each keyframe is
first segmented into visually coherent regions, then color/texture features are
extracted for each keyframe region [12]. Documents are modeled as a set of
pages. The content of each page is represented by means of a set of relevant
keywords extracted using tf ×idf values after stopping & stemming stages [45].
In order to enrich data representation, objects are also annotated by the
Features Extractor module with high level (semantic) descriptors F h (e.g.,
annotations concerning the history of a paint, experts’ descriptions of an ancient manuscript, visitors’ descriptions and reviews, keywords describing what
a video shot (or an image) is related to, etc.).
Semantic descriptors can be of two types: (i ) meta-data, manually provided by users and/or visitors or automatically acquired by external multimedia repositories (such as Wikipedia, Google, Flickr, Europeana, YouTube,
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etc.) through the Repository Interface APIs and maintained in the Multimedia Storage and Staging area; (ii ) (semi-)automatically provided annotations
in the form of simple keywords (or tags) or semantic tags, i.e., concepts taken
from tree-structured taxonomies. Semantic tags can be regarded as descriptions for objects that is more precise and powerful than tags (with no inherent
semantics), yet not so complex to derive as concepts of RDF-like ontologies
(whose semantics might not be so easy to grasp by end-users). Meta-data are
processed as pages of documents and modeled by means of a set of relevant
keywords.
We define the universe of semantic descriptors F as the union of all annotations (both meta-data and (semi-)automatically provided labels) associated
to objects in O. The association between an object o and its descriptors is
modeled by way of a membership relation R ⊆ O × F that indicates that
object O has assigned an annotation in F.

4.1.1 (Semi-)automatic annotation stage
Tags and semantic tags are semi-automatically assigned to objects by
means of a multimedia object annotator that, starting from a training set of
pre-annotated objects, predicts sets of good keywords which effectively characterize the content of new untagged objects.
Here we provide only some basic intuition on how tag suggestion works, a
detailed description being given in [11].
The annotation process is essentially based on the idea of suggesting those
(semantic) tags that are assigned to objects similar to the target object. To
this end, a nearest-neighbors search is first performed using low-level features,
which determines a set of objects similar to the target one. For all (semantic)
tags associated to at least one returned object, a frequency score is then computed as the number of objects annotated with such (semantic) tag. Then,
in order to remove unrelated (semantic) tags, thus to improve the prediction
accuracy, a correlation analysis is performed on each pair of (semantic) tags.
The so-resulting correlation scores are then used to determine whether or not
the two (semantic) tags are connected in a new graph whose nodes are the
candidate tags, and where the node of a (semantic) tag is given weight equal
to the frequency score. Finally, a maximum-weight clique of such a graph is
determined, with nodes in the clique determining which are the tags to be
suggested.
Note that, while for objects of type image tags are directly associated to
images, when annotating videos, we are able to predict tags not only for shots
but even for videos, by suitably propagating most representative tags at the
shot level to the video level [14].
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4.2 Retrieval model
With respect to the retrieval model, given a query object Q = {Q1 , . . . , Qm }
composed of m elements, and an element distance function δ, that measures
the dissimilarity of a given pair of elements (using their features), we want to
determine the top-k objects in O that are the most similar to Q.
Low-level similarity between objects is numerically assessed by way of an
object distance function dF l that combines together the single element distances into an overall value. Consequently, object Oa is considered better than
Ob for the query Q iff dF l (Q, Oa ) < dF l (Q, Ob ) holds [30]. The computation of
the object distance dF is obtained by combining three basic ingredients: (i) the
element distance δ, (ii) the set of constraints that specify how the component
elements of the query Q have to be matched to the component elements of
another (database) object O, and (iii) the aggregation function that combines
distance values between matched elements into an overall object distance value
(e.g., a simple average of distance values between matched elements).
Often, the overall object distance is computed by aggregating scores of
the best possible matching, i.e., the one that minimizes the overall object
distance; in this case, the computation of dF l also includes the resolution of an
optimization problem in the space of possible matchings between elements of
Q and elements of O. The efficient resolution of queries over low level features
is ensured by the Data Indexing and Access Manager module which supports
indices built on top of elements (e.g., image regions, and video shots) based
on the M-tree metric index [21].
In details, image regions are compared according to their visual features
using Bhattacharyya distance metric δ; region scores are opportunely matched
by solving a one-to-one matching problem, where each element of a document
can be only matched to at most one element of the other document, and vice
versa. Then a “biased” average dF l is used to aggregate distance values of
matched elements. This defines an assignment problem, which can be solved
using the Hungarian Algorithm in O(n3 ) time [38]. With respect to videos,
being each shot modeled by a single representative keyframe, shots comparison
can be assessed by means of the above image distance function dF l . Whole
videos are compared by aggregating the distances between shots (i.e., their
representative keyframes). Comparison between document pages is performed
by applying the vector space model [45] on pages’ features. Whole documents
are compared by aggregating distances between their pages.
With respect to high level features, following the well known keyword-based
paradigm, given a user-provided set of keywords as query semantic concepts,
objects are selected by the Indexing and Access Manager module by applying
a co − occurrence-based distance function dF h on F. The search provides the
set of objects (i.e., images, videos/shots, documents) that share at least one
keyword with the input. This can be carried out efficiently by exploiting the
existence of indices, e.g., inverted files.
Finally, both low level features and high level semantic descriptors concur
to determine the multimedia relatedness d(Oi , Oj ) among two objects. In de-
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tails, if Oi and Oj are of the same type (e.g., we are comparing two images),
we define their global distance as the average between the contribution given
by low level features and the one provided by semantics, that is: d(Oi , Oj ) =
(dF l (Oi , Oj ) + dF h (Oi , Oj ))/2; on the other hand, if we are comparing objects
of different type (e.g., a document with a video), their multimedia relatedness
equals to their semantic distance only, i.e., d(Oi , Oj ) = dF h (Oi , Oj ).
5 Context-Aware Multimedia Recommendation Services
The basic idea behind our proposal is that when a user is near to a cultural
POI, the recommender system has to be able to:
1. determine a set of useful candidate objects for the recommendation, on the
base of user location, needs and preferences (pre-filtering stage);
2. opportunely rank these objects exploiting their intrinsic features and users’
past behaviors (ranking stage);
3. dynamically, when a user “selects” one or more of the candidate objects,
determine the list of most suitable objects (post-filtering stage) and eventually arrange such items in apposite visiting paths considering other context
information such as weather or environmental conditions.
In the following, we are detailing each one of the described stages.

5.1 Pre-filtering stage
Each object subject to recommendation may be represented in different and
heterogeneous feature spaces. For instance, the picture of a monument may be
described by annotations concerning history of the monument, the materials
it has been built with, low-level image features, experts’ descriptions, visitors’
descriptions and reviews, and so on. Each of these sets of features contributes to
the characterization of the objects to different extents. Hence, it is important
to consider congruently each type of descriptor during the recommendation
process.
The first step of the pre-filtering stage consists in clustering together “similar” objects, where the similarity should consider all (or subsets of) the different spaces of features. To this purpose, we employ high-order star-structured
co-clustering techniques [29] to address the problem of heterogeneous data
clustering. In this context, the same set of objects is represented in different
feature spaces. Such data represent objects of a certain type, connected to
other types of data, the features, so that the overall data schema forms a star
structure of inter-relationships.
The co-clustering task consists in simultaneously clustering the set of objects and the set of values in the different feature spaces. In this way we obtain
a partition of the objects influenced by each of the feature spaces and at the
same time a partition of each feature space.
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The pre-filtering stage leverages the clustering results to select a set of
candidate objects by using the user’s profile, which is modeled as sets of descriptors in the same spaces as the objects’ descriptors.
We now provide the formalization of our problem. Let O = O1 , . . . , OM be
a set of M multimedia objects and F = {F 1 , . . . , F N } be a set of N feature
spaces. A dataset can be viewed under the different views given by the different
feature spaces F k . Therefore, the view k is associated with each feature space
F k . Let SD = {SD1 , . . . , SDN } be a star-structured dataset over O and F.
Each value sdkst ∈ SDk corresponds to the counting/frequency/presence of
feature ftk ∈ F k in object Os ∈ O. Without loss of generality, we assume that
sdkst ∈ N. An example of two-views star-structured data is given in Figure 2(a).
In our recommendation problem, a user is represented as a set of vectors U = {u1 , . . . , uN } in the same N feature spaces describing the objects.
Each vector uk is updated each time the user visits (or re-visit) an object, by
considering the object features in each space at the instant of the visit. Let
OvU ∈ O be the set of objects visited by the user represented by U . Hence, the
component of vector uk ∈ U related to feature ftk is computed as:
X
dkst
ukt =
O s ∈OvU

Clearly, the action of updating the vectors in U can be performed incrementally, as the user visit new objects. Notice that, thanks to this approach, users
are not described by sets of objects, but by sets of features that characterize
the objects they visit, like or browse.
The first step consists in identifying clusters of similar objects in O by
leveraging all feature spaces by means of a star-structured data co-clustering
approach. Its goal is to find a set of partitions Y = {Y 1 , . . . , Y N } over the
feature set F = {F 1 , . . . , F N }, and a partition X of the object set O by optimizing a certain objective function. To solve the high-order star-structured coclustering problem, several algorithms have been proposed based on different
approaches. In this work, we adopt a parameter-less iterative algorithm that
maximizes the Goodman-Kruskal τ , a statistical measure of association that
automatically identifies a congruent number of high-quality co-clusters [29].
Goodman and Kruskal τ measure [26] is one of them that estimates the association between two categorical variables X and Y by the proportional reduction
of the error in predicting X knowing or not the variable Y :
τX|Y =

eX − E[eX|Y ]
eX

Evaluating the quality of the partition of objects, given the partitions of
features, is formalized as follows. The partition of objects is considered as the
dependent variable X, and the N partitions of the feature spaces are considered as many independent variables Y = {Y 1 , . . . , Y N }. Each variable Y k ∈ Y
has nk categories Y1k , · · · , Ynkk , corresponding to nk feature clusters, with probabilities q1k , . . . , qnk k and X has m categories X1 , · · · , Xm corresponding to m
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Fig. 2 An example of a star-structured dataset consisting of two feature spaces F 1 and
F 2 (a) and the contingency tables associated with a related star-structured co-clustering
(X , Y 1 ) and (X , Y 2 ) (b).

object clusters. However, for each variable Y k , the m categories of X have
different probabilities pk1 , · · · , pkm , k = 1 · · · N . Probabilities pki and qjk are
computed as follows:
pki

P

=

P

O s ∈Xi

t

sdk
st

k
t sdst

P P
s

P

qjk

,

=

P

ftk ∈Y k
j

s

sdk
st

k
t sdst

P P
s

k

k
The joint probabilities between X and any Y ∈ Y are denoted by rij
, for
i = 1 · · · m and j = 1 · · · nk and are computed as follows:
P
P
k
O s ∈Xi
f k ∈Y k sdst
k
P P t ks
rij =
s
t sdst

Figure 2(b) provides an example of co-clustering computed on the two-space
star-structured data depicted in Figure 2(a).
The error in predicting
X is the sum of the errors
over the independent
PN P
PN P
m
m
variables of Y: eX = k=1 i=1 pki (1−pki ) = N − k=1 i=1 (pki )2 . E[eX|Y ] is
the expectation of the conditional error taken with respect to the distributions
of all Y k ∈ Y:
E[eX|Y ] =

nk
N X
X
k

j

qjk eX|Yjk

=

nk
N X
X
k

j

qjk

m
k
X
rij
i

qjk
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k
rij

qjk

k

) = N−

N X
m X
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X
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The generalized Goodman-Kruskal’s τX|Y association measure is then equal
to:
P P P (rk ij )2 P P k 2
− k i (pi )
k
i
j
eX − E[eX|Y ]
qk
Pj P k 2
τX|Y =
=
(1)
eX
N − k i (pi )
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If we consider Y k as a dependent variable, and X as an independent variable,
the corresponding τY k |X is computed as follows:
τY k |X

eY k − E[eY k |X ]
=
=
eY k

P P
i

j

k 2
(rij
)
pk
i

1−

−

k 2
j (qj )

P

k 2
j (qj )

P

(2)

The adopted co-clustering approach for star-structured data is formulated
as a multi-objective combinatorial optimization problem which aims at optimizing N + 1 objective functions based on Goodman-Kruskal’s τ measure.
The main procedure of the algorithm is sketched in Figure 5.1. The reader
may refer to [29] for further algorithmic details.

Input: a star-structured dataset SD and an integer Niter
Output: a coclustering (X , Y)
Initialize Y 1 , · · · , Y N , X with discrete partitions
i←0
T ←∅
for k = 1 to N do
T k ← ContingencyTable(X,
Y k , SDk )
S k
T ←T T
end for
while (i ≤ Niter ) do
[X, T ] ← OptimizeMultiObjectCluster(X, Y, T )
for k = 1 to N do
[Y k , T k ] ← OptimizeFeatureCluster(X, Y k , T k )
end for
i←i+1
end while
return Y 1 , · · · , Y N , X

Fig. 3 Pseudo-code of the adopted star-structured co-clustering algorithm [29].

To provide a first candidate list of objects to be recommended, we measure
the cosine similarity of each user vectors associated to the k-th space, with
the centroids of each object clusters in the k-th space. Let xki be the centroid
of cluster Xi in the feature space F k . The t-th component of xki is computed
as:
P
dkst
s
k
xi = O ∈Xi
|Xi |
and the cosine similarity between uk and xki is evaluated as
sim(uk , xki ) =

uk · xki
.
kuk kkxki k

For each space, the most similar object cluster is chosen leading to a set
c
of N clusters X c = {X1c , . . . , XN
} of candidate objects. Then, two different
strategies can be adopted to provide the pre-filtered list of candidate objects
Oc :
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– relaxed strategy: the objects belonging to the union of all clusters are
retained, i.e.,
[
Oc =
Xkc
k

– strict strategy: the most represented cluster in X c is retained, i.e.,
Oc = argmax |Xlc ∈ X c s.t. Xkc ≡ Xlc | .
Xkc ∈X c

The first strategy is suitable when user’s vectors are associated to very
small clusters (e.g., because the user likes very uncommon objects). In any
other situation, the second strategy is the most appropriate. As an additional
step, objects already visited/liked/browsed by the user can be filtered out.
We do not filter-out these objects at the beginning of the pre-filtering stage
because they are relevant for the co-clustering step. In fact they are likely to
be involved in important cross-associations between sets of features and sets
of objects.
Finally, provided that each object in O is georeferenced, the set of candidate
objects Oc issued by the above-described process can be further refined by an
ordering step. To this purpose, we employ the route distance between the
user’s current position and the position of each object in Oc . Closer objects
are on top of the items’ list, while more distant ones are on its bottom. In
conclusion, at the end of the pre-filtering stage, we provide an ordered list of
candidate objects Ôc grouped by the related cultural POI (in this manner a
user can easily choose items coming from more different cultural POIs).

5.2 The ranking and post-filtering stages
The main goal of these stages is to automatically and dynamically recommend to a user a subset of Oc on the base of one or more target objects
opportunely selected from Ôc , exploiting objects’ intrinsic multimedia features
and users past browsing behaviors.
In particular, we use a novel technique that some of the authors have proposed in previous works, combining low and high level features of multimedia
objects, possible past behavior of individual users and overall behavior of the
whole “community” [5, 6, 7].
Our basic idea is to assume that when an object Oi is chosen after an
object Oj in the same browsing session, this event means that Oi “is voting”
for Oj . Similarly, the fact that an object Oi is very similar in terms of multimedia features to Oj can also be interpreted as Oj “recommending” Oi (and
viceversa). Thus, we model a browsing system for the set of candidate objects
Oc as a labeled graph (G, l), where:
– G = (Oc , E) is a directed graph;
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– l : E → {pattern, sim} × R+ is a labeling function that associates each
edge in E ⊆ Oc × Oc with a pair (t, w), where t is the type of the edge
which can assume two enumerative values (pattern and similarity) and w
is the weight of the edge.
We list two different cases:
1. a pattern label for an edge (Oj , Oi ) denotes the fact that an object Oi was
accessed immediately after an object Oj and, in this case, the weight wji is
the number of times Oi was accessed immediately after Oj ;
2. a similarity label for an edge (Oj , Oi ) denotes the fact that an object Oi
is similar to Oj and, in this case, the weight wji is the similarity between
the two objects. Thus, a link from Oj to Oi indicates that part of the
importance of Oj is transferred to Oi .
Given an object Oi ∈ Oc , its recommendation grade ρ(Oi ) is defined as
follows:
X
ρ(Oi ) =
ŵij · ρ(Oj )
(3)
Oj ∈PG (Oi )
c

where PG (Oi ) = {Oj ∈ O |(Oj , Oi ) ∈ E} is the set of predecessors of Oi in
G, and
P ŵij is the normalized weight of the edge from oj to oic. For each oj ∈
O
Oi ∈SG (Oj ) ŵij = 1 must hold, where SG (Oj ) = {Oi ∈ O |(Oj , Oi ) ∈ E}
is the set of successors of Oj in G.
In [5, 7], it has been shown that the ranking vector R = [ρ(O1 ) . . . ρ(On )]T
of all the objects can be computed as the solution to the equation R = C · R,
where C = {wˆij } is an ad-hoc matrix that defines how the importance of each
object is transferred to other objects.
Such a matrix can be seen as a linear combination of:
– a local browsing matrix Al = {alij } for each user ul , where its generic
element alij is defined as the ratio of the number of times object Oi has
been accessed by user ul immediately after Oj to the number of times any
object in Oc has been accessed by ul immediately after Oj ;
– a global browsing matrix A = {aij }, where its generic element aij is defined
as the ratio of the number of times object Oi has been accessed by any
user immediately after Oj to the number of times any object in Oc has
been accessed immediately after Oj ;
1−d(O i ,O j )

ij
– a multimedia similarity matrix B = {bij } such that bij =
Γ
i
j
if 1 − d(O , O )ij ≥ τ ∀i 6= j, 0 otherwise (τ
P is a threshold and Γ is a
normalization factor which guarantees that i bij = 1, see [5] for more
details).

The successive step is to compute customized rankings for each individual
user. In this case, we can rewrite previous equation considering the ranking
for each user as Rl = C · Rl , where Rl is the vector of preference grades,
customized for a user ul .
We note that solving the discussed equation corresponds to finding the
stationary vector of C, i.e., the eigenvector with eigenvalue equal to 1.
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In [5, 7], it has been demonstrated that C, under certain assumptions and
transformations, is a real square matrix having positive elements, with a unique
largest real eigenvalue and the corresponding eigenvector has strictly positive
components. In such conditions, the equation can be solved using the Power
Method algorithm.
Finally, we have introduced a post-filtering method for generating the final
set of “real” candidates for recommendation.
Assume that a user ul is currently interested in a target object Oj . We can
define the set of candidate recommendations as follows:
c
Ol,j
=

M
[

{Oi ∈ Oc | akij > 0} ∪ {Oi ∈ N N Q(Oj , Oc )}

(4)

k=1

The set of candidates includes the objects that have been accessed by at
least one user within k steps from Oj , with k between 1 and M , and the objects that are most similar to Oj according to the results of a Nearest Neighbor
Query (N N Q(Oj , Oc )) functionality provided by the Multimedia Data Management Engine. Note that a positive element akij of Ak indicates that Oi was
accessed exactly k steps after Oj at least once.
The ranked list of recommendations is then generated by ranking the obc
jects in Ol,j
, for each object Oj selected as interesting by user, using the
ranking vector Rl . The ranked list can change on the base of weather and environmental situations. For example, the recommendation grades of objects,
which come from certain cultural POIs with a certain number of persons or
with particular values of temperature or humidity, could be in some way “penalized” and such objects could be excluded from recommendation.
Finally, the list of K most important suggested items can be organized,
according to the available POIs, into apposite visiting paths (considering distances from user location as in Ôc ). The visiting paths will be automatically
updated when the set of target objects Oj is modified.
6 Case Studies
In this section, we are considering as real case studies for our framework two
different “cultural environments” presenting different problems and solutions:
an outdoor archeological site and an indoor museum.

6.1 System Customization for an outdoor environment
We consider as first real case study the archeological site of Paestum, one of
the major Graeco-Roman cities in the South of Italy. Here, the main cultural
attractions for a tourist are represented by a set of ancient buildings: three
main temples of Doric style (i.e. the First Temple of Hera, also called Basilica,
the Second Temple of Hera, also known as Temple of Neptune, and the Temple
of Athena), the Roman Forum with several ruins, and the Amphitheater.
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All the buildings are surrounded by the remains of the city’s walls. In
addition, there is a museum near the ancient city containing many evidences
of the Graeco-Roman life (e.g. amphorae, paintings and other objects). Thus,
the cited buildings will constitute in such a context the set of cultural Points
Of Interest (POIs) for our case study.
Users visiting ruins could be happy of having a useful multimedia guide
able to describe the main cultural attractions and to suggest automatically
visiting paths containing multimedia objects of interest.
For instance, when a user is approaching a particular cultural POI (e.g.
Temple of Neptune), the related multimedia description and the set of candidate objects (i.e. multimedia data of several kinds as audio, images, video and
texts related to the different POIs) are delivered on the user’s mobile device
(pre-filtering stage). The list of proposed objects depends on the user’s preferences (e.g. the majority of items will be images or texts if a user prefers to
see such kinds of data and will reveal effective user needs), is initially ordered
according to effective user location (i.e. the closest items will appear at the
top of list) and contains data grouped by the related cultural POI.
Successively, after the user has selected one or more objects as “of interest” (he/she has to select each time at least one target object, for example the
item he is currently watching), the recommendation services first perform a
final ranking (ranking stage) of all the candidate objects (e.g. images of Temple of Neptune, of other Temples and of Roman Forum) according to their
recommendation grades and then filters the recommendation list considering
only the most similsr items to target objects (post-filtering stage). The Top-K
objects from the obtained recommendations are finally arranged in visiting
paths, shown on a proper map together with user’s location with respect to
POIs.
When a user is near to a different POI, he/she can decide to modify the list
of target objects (e.g. removing those related to the previous visited POI or
adding new objects) and consequently the visiting path will be automatically
updated, thus including new items.
The paths take into account the current context in terms of actual position
(obtained in this case by GPS), the selected multimedia data and the weather
and environmental conditions, thus enhancing the visiting experience. Once
acquired such kind of information, the path can dynamically change also in
the case of unfit to use areas (e.g. too high temperature/humidity or a closed
area). Eventually, the visiting paths could be enriched with other touristic
POIs (e.g. restaurants, hotels, etc.). A graphic user interface gives the detailed
view of the suggested path on an proper cartography, reporting a preview of
cultural POIs and allowing a rating of observed objects.
Figures 4 and 5 show a running example for our system concerning the
building of a visiting path for the Paestum ruins. User can select target objects
from the candidates set by means of a proper GUI. A user can filter objects
belonging to a given POI using different criteria: type of multimedia data,
language, size, etc. The candidates are then ranked, filtered and arranged in
a visiting path, reporting for each POI the list of recommended objects.
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Fig. 4 GUI for the selection of target objects from the candidates set.

In the following, we report some implementation details concerning the
customization of developed prototype for Paestum ruins.
Our multimedia collection consists of a database of about 10,000 images
and texts coming from several Multimedia Repositories (i.e. Flickr, Panoramio,
Facebook, Wikipedia) and related to all the main attractions of Paestum.
We used for raw data management a Multimedia Storage and Staging area
based on a distributed Multimedia File System. In turn, Structural Description of multimedia objects in terms of features (low and high level) and spatial
information has been managed by the PostegreSQL ORDBMS and its spatial extension PostGIS. The Indexing and Access Manager and Features Extractor modules have been implemented using the Windsurf library 2 , while
Repository Interface exploits the set of available API to gather data from the
cited multimedia repositories. The Sensor Management Middleware collects
and manages sensors’ messages from users’ mobile devices. By means of the
2

http://www-db.deis.unibo.it/Windsurf/
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Fig. 5 GUIs for visualization of a visiting path.

GPS facilities and Google Weather API, it is able to capture user location and
some environmental parameters for a given area (number of a persons and the
related weather conditions).
The Knowledge Base, realized using different technologies, allows to manage the overall knowledge related to a given cultural environment. Contextual
Data instances (messages containing information about users’ position and
environmental parameters) are managed by the Cassandra DBMS, while Cultural POI Descriptions are stored in a linked open data format based on the
RDF model and managed by the Sesame Repository and JENA libraries.
Semantics of data can be specified by linking values of high-level attributes
to some available ontological schema.
User Preferences (managed by MongoDB and Neo4j ) are captured in an
explicit manner by means of proper questionnaires or using information from
Social Network (i.e. Facebook ) and in an implicit way considering user’s session
logs. For the support cartography, we use Google Maps.
On the other hand, the Multimedia Recommender Engine exploits proper
JAVA libraries (developed for the systems presented in [6, 7] and integrated
with co-clustering libraries) to accomplish its tasks.
Finally, a user can interact with our system using – at the moment – an
Android Multimedia Guide App. The presentation logic is based on apposite
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widgets. The client requests are elaborated by JAVA Servlets and the results
are sent to the client in form of XML data.

6.2 System Customization for an indoor environment
We consider as second real case study the National Museum of Capodimonte in Naples, Italy. The museum heritage consists of many paintings from
the 13th to the 18th centuries including works by famous artists such as Caravaggio and Raffaello, and of the magnificent Farnese collection of classical,
mostly Roman, monumental sculptures.
Here, the cultural POIs consist of each single museum room and we can
consider as motivating example the case of a tourist visiting an art exhibition within the museum. The cultural environment offers, through a Wi-Fi
connection, a web-based access to a multimedia collection containing: digital
reproductions of about 5,000 data among paintings and sculptures, educational
videos, audio guides, textual and hypermedia documents with description of
authors, paintings and sculptures.
In order to make the user’s experience more interesting and stimulating,
the access to information should be automatically delivered and customized
based on the specific profile of a visitor, which includes learning needs, level of
expertise and personal preferences, on user effective location in the museum,
on the objects “similarity” between items user is currently watching and the
other ones, and on information about the context in terms of number of persons
for each room, room fitness, network performance, etc.
For instance, when a user is entering into a particular museum room (POI),
the list of candidate objects are delivered on the user’s mobile device (prefiltering stage) order by the related distance from user and grouped by the
related belonging room.
As in the previous example, after the user has selected one or more objects
as of interest, the recommendation services first perform a final ranking (ranking stage) of all the candidate objects and then filters the recommendation list
considering only target objects (post-filtering stage). The Top-K objects are
finally arranged in visiting paths, shown on a proper museum map. When a
user is approaching a different museum room, he/she can decide to modify the
list of target objects (e.g. removing those related to the previous visited POI or
adding new objects) and consequently the visiting path will be automatically
updated, thus including different items.
The paths take into account the current context in terms of actual position
(obtained in this case by a Wi-Fi positioning system or a WSN), the selected
multimedia data and the environmental conditions: once acquired such kind
of information, the path can dynamically change also in the case of crowded
or closed room.
In this case, Multimedia Data Management Engine, Multimedia Recommender Engine, Multimedia Guide App and Knowledge Base (with the unique
exception of the Support Cartography that consists of the museum maps) are
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realized with the same technologies of the outdoor case study. In turn, Sensor Management Middleware can collect and manage sensors’ messages from
users’ mobile devices by means of a Wi-Fi Positioning System and/or Wirless
Sensor Network (based on the Bluetooth technology) [8] facilities and TinyDB
API 3 . In this way, it is able to capture user relative location and some environmental parameters for a given area (number of a persons and the related
environmental conditions).
7 Experimental Results
Recommender Systems are very complex applications that are based on
a combination of several models, algorithms and heuristics. This complexity
makes evaluation efforts very difficult and thus results are hardly generalizable,
as reported in the literature [3, 25]. Moreover, characterizing and evaluating the
quality of a user’s experience and subjective attitude toward the acceptance of
recommender technology is an important issue which we will consider in the
following.
The majority of research efforts on recommender system evaluation have
mainly focused on prediction accuracy and stability (e.g., [3]). More recently,
researchers began examining issues related to users’ subjective opinions and
developing additional criteria to evaluate recommender systems. In particular,
they suggest that user satisfaction does not always (or, at least, not only)
correlate with the overall recommender’s accuracy.
Starting from these considerations and based on current trends in the literature, we decided to perform both a user-centric evaluation and a more
traditional evaluation based on well-established accuracy metrics. In particular, the proposed evaluation strategy aims at measuring: (i ) user satisfaction
with respect to assigned browsing tasks in an outdoor environment, and (ii )
effectiveness of the system in terms of accuracy for an indoor cultural space.
In particular, we evaluated, from one hand, how a visiting path can effectively support browsing tasks of different complexity when multimedia items
of interest can come from different cultural POIs placed in not close areas (e.g.
buildings in an archeological site), and from the other hand, how our ranking
strategy is accurate within a single POI (e.g. a museum room) with respect to
other recommendation strategies [7].

7.1 User Satisfaction
We designed and carried out several experiments to investigate how helpful
the recommendations offered by our system - in terms of visiting paths - are
to accomplish assigned browsing activities, demonstrating that the introduction of such techniques can improve the tourists’ experience with respect to
traditional and static touristic guides.
3

http://telegraph.cs.berkeley.edu/tinydb/software.html
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7.1.1 Paestum ruins
For the training of our system, we decided to implement a web-based application that allows users to browse the entire multimedia collection (about
10,000 items characterized by a set of schema-free tags) related to Paestum
ruins.
In this way, we were able to capture the browsing sessions of about 50
users among graduate students (that used the system for several weeks) and
to build a consistent matrix A for the described collection.
We then asked a different group of 10 profiled people (this group consisted
of 5 not-expert users on graeco-roman art, 3 medium expert users and 2 expert
users) to complete by the same application several browsing tasks of different
complexity within the Paestum ruins collection (15 per user - 5 for each degree
of complexity) and without any recommendation facility (web application provides classical search/retrieval mechanisms). After this test, we asked them to
browse once again the same collection with the assistance of our recommender
system (by facilities provided by visiting paths generated obligating users to
choose at least one target object for each suggested POI) and complete other
tasks of the same complexity. In a similar manner, in a second session we asked
another group of 10 people to browse the same collection first with the assistance of our recommender system completing other different tasks and then
without any help.
In particular, we have subdivided browsing tasks in the following three
broad categories:
– Low Complexity tasks (T1 ) - explore at least 30 multimedia objects related to 3 different POIs depicting ancient buildings;
– Medium Complexity tasks (T2 ) - explore at least 50 multimedia objects
related to 5 different POIs depicting graeco-roman temples, amphitheaters
an Roman forum buildings (10 objects for each subject);
– High Complexity tasks (T3 ) - explore at least 160 multimedia objects
related to 8 different POIs depicting graeco-roman temples, Roman forum
buildings, amphitheaters and city walls’ gates (20 objects for each subject).
Note that the complexity of a task depends on several factors: the number
of objects to explore, the number of POIs to explore and the type of desired
subjects. Users know each browsing task’s goal before selecting target objects.
However, if a visiting path initially does not contain sufficiently many objects
required by a browsing task, user can modify the path itself changing the list
of target objects.
The strategy we used to evaluate the results of this experiment is based on
NASA TLX (Task Load Index factor ) 4 .
To this aim, we then asked the users to express their opinion about the
advantage of our system to provide an effective user experience in completing
4 TLX [27] is a multi-dimensional rating procedure that provides an overall score based
on a weighted average of ratings provided by users by means of proper questionnaires on
six sub-scales: mental demand, physical demand, temporal demand, own performance, effort
and frustration. The lower TLX scores (ranging in the 0-100 interval), the better they are.
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Table 1 Comparison between our system and no facilities

TLX factor
Mental
Physical
Temporal
Effort
Perfomances
Frustation

Experts
With rec.
Without
29.2
30.1
29
35
31
35.2
29.4
36
75
72
28
38

Medium Exp.
With rec.
Without
34.5
36.2
32
39
31
39
38
45
76
75.3
29.9
35.2

Not Experts
With rec.
Without
38
45
34.1
48
33
38
40
55
78.5
78.7
30
35

the assigned visiting tasks. Thus, we obtained the average results scores for
each of three categories of users reported in Table 1 (the lower the TLX score
— in the range [0 − 100] — the better the user satisfaction).
Note that not-expert users find our system more effective than the other
users’ category in every sub-scale, because they consider very helpful the provided suggestions. Instead, in expert and medium expert users’ opinion, our
system outperforms a classical touristic guide in every sub-scale except for
mental demand and performances: this happens because an expert user considers sometimes not useful the automatic suggestions just because they know
what they are looking for.
7.2 Accuracy
In this second series of experiments, our goal was to measure the accuracy
of our ranking strategy with respect to other recommendation techniques, in
order to have a precise idea of the real effectiveness of the proposed recommendation approach.
Generally, accuracy allows to measure the prediction error, i.e., how the system recommendations differ from the choice a user would probably make, and
recommendation strategies are usually compared based on standard datasets
of products, movies, songs, etc. (e.g., OZSTORE, Jester, BookCrossing, MovieLens, Netflix data, Last.fm and so on) that simply contain the description of
user profiles and, for each item, the set of users’ ratings.
Unfortunately, such datasets do not exactly fit with our strategy for different reasons: (i ) we do not need specific ratings of dataset items for computing
recommendations; (ii ) each user rating is not absolute but depends on the
related context (i.e., the items previously accessed); (iii ) we use multimedia
features and high-level semantic descriptors of items that require the availability of raw data.
For these reasons, we decided to use as dataset for the experiments our
multimedia collection related to the Capodimonte Museum. We retrieved from
the Web about 5,000 multimedia objects (the majority are images and texts)
and extracted low and high level information using MDME facilities. For the
images of paintings/sculptures we used as semantic tags author, genre and
subject information, in turn for texts (describing paintings authors or subjects)
we chose as tags title and keywords.
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7.2.1 Capodimonte Museum
Also for this experimentation, we implemented a web-based application
that allows users to browse the related multimedia collection.
In particular, we asked a group of 50 users to use the system for some
weeks, in order to collect a significant amount of browsing sessions to populate
browsing matrices. During their session, we also asked the users to rate the
paintings they consider more interesting on a scale from 1 to 5.
Then, we collected – as a ground truth – the ratings of other 40 users for
a subset of 2000 multimedia data (belonging to different POIs, in particular
100 for each room) with respect to several target objects of several kinds 5 .
We used the Mean Absolute Error (MAE ) and the Root Mean Square
Error (RMSE ) as metrics in our experiments. In our case, MAE and RMSE
are defined as:
1 X j
j
|
|r − r̂ui
M AE =
N u,i,j ui

s
;

RM SE =

1 X j
j 2
)
(r − r̂ui
N u,i,j ui

j
where rui
is the actual rating that the user u has given to item i w.r.t. the
j
target object j, r̂ui
is the system predicted rating (the recommendation grades
were also normalized on a scale from 1 to 5), and N is the total number of
test ratings. Both MAE and RMSE thus attempt to measure the prediction
error (accuracy of the recommendation): RMSE is considered as a stronger
measure than MAE as larger prediction errors are penalized more. For both
metrics, smaller values indicate better performances.
We compared the performance of our algorithm with the two most diffused
approaches: User based Pearson Correlation (UPCC ) and Item based Pearson
Correlation (IPCC ) [48]. These techniques were implemented leveraging machine learning libraries provided by the Apache Mahout framework.
In our case, the rating data sparsity is the average percentage of database
items that have not been previously rated by users of the first group. For
example, a sparsity of 60% means that a user rated at least one time only 40%
of images.
Fig. 6 compares the performance of our algorithm in terms of MAE and
RMSE w.r.t. the other approaches varying the number of test users (with
a fixed sparsity) and the sparsity (with a fixed number of test users). Note
that our system achieves very good performance and outperforms the other
techniques, especially for higher values of sparsity. This is due to the fact the
UPCC and IPCC suffer from the cold start and overspecialization problems for
5 We have chosen two groups of users among students and graduate students: the first
one used the system for 3 weeks without recommendation facilities to capture a significant
number of browsing sessions/ratings and then we asked the second one to indicate, for
each target object (randomly selected), the most relevant ones among 100 multimedia items
(belonging to the same POI of the target one) rating each one in a scale ranging from 1 to
5.
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(a) MAE on 10 test-users

(b) MAE with data sparsity 80%

(c) RMSE on 10 test-users

(d) RMSE with data sparsity 80%

Fig. 6 Comparison between our approach and other techniques in terms of MAE and RMSE
varying number test-users and rating sparsity

high values of sparsity. Moreover, in our system the prediction error increases
in the most slow way w.r.t. to the number of test users, both for MAE and
RMSE, demonstrating a quite good stability.
8 Conclusions
In this paper we proposed a novel multimedia and context-aware recommender platform in the Cultural Heritage domain. Basically, when a user is
close to a cultural POI, our proposed recommender system is able to: (i )
determine a set of useful candidate objects for the recommendation, considering users’ location, needs and preferences (pre-filtering stage) and using coclustering techniques; (ii ) opportunely rank these objects exploiting their intrinsic features and users’ past behaviors (ranking stage) by means of a proper
hybrid strategy; (iii ) dynamically, when a user “selects” one or more candidate objects, select the list of most suitable objects (post-filtering stage) and
eventually arrange such items in apposite visiting paths, also considering other
context information such as weather or environmental conditions.
We implemented our system in both outdoor and indoor environments,
the Paestum Ruins and Capodimonte Museum. In both cases, we were able to
provide tourists with personalized and dynamic visiting paths useful to make
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their visiting experience more stimulating and interesting. Then, we investigated the effectiveness of the proposed approach in the considered scenarios,
based on the users’ satisfaction with respect to several browsing tasks and
system’s accuracy in terms of prediction error. Experimental results showed
that our approach is quite promising and encourages further research.
We are planning to enrich our work in several directions. Future work will
be devoted to: (i ) extend the experimental campaign on a larger multimedia
data set, (ii ) provide the synchronization and presentation of the different
multimedia items related to a given POI in the shape of a multimedia story
to be delivered to final users.
Regarding the last aspect, we are also interested in emergent research topics
such as Interactive Storytelling with the aim of developing interactive media
presenting Cultural Heritage stories where the presentation of a narrative, and
its evolution, can be influenced in real time by the users and the context.
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